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Abstract - Clustering plays an indispensable role for data
analysis. Many clustering algorithms have been developed.
However, most of them suffer either poor performance of
unsupervised learning or lacking of mechanisms to utilize
some prior knowledge about data (semi-supervised
learning) for improving clustering result. In an effort to
archieve the ability of semi-supervised clustering and
better unsupervised clustering performance, we develop a
hybrid neural network model (HNN). It is the sequential
combination of Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and
Adaptive Resonance Theory-2 (ART2). It inherits two
distinct advantages of stability and plasticity from ART2.
Meanwhile, by combining the merits of MLP, it not only
improves the performance for unsupervised clustering, but
also supports for semi-supervised clustering if partial
knowledge about data is available. Experiment results
show that our model can be used both for unsupervised
clustering and semi-supervised clustering with promising
performance.
Keywords: Clustering; Adaptive Resonance Theory

1

Introduction

In general, data analysis methods consist of two
categories: classification and clustering. Classification is
supervised learning. In classification, we are provided with
a collection of labeled data items and the problem is to
label a newly encountered data item. Typically, the labeled
patterns are used to learn the descriptions of classes which
in turn are used to label a new pattern. In case of clustering,
it is usually performed when no information is available
concerning the membership of data items to predefined
classes. For this reason, clustering is traditionally seen as
part of unsupervised learning [1][2]. Recently, a kind of
new data analysis methods is proposed, called semisupervised clustering. It is different with traditional
clustering by utilizing small amount of available
knowledge concerning either pair-wise (must-link or
cannot-link) constrains between data items or class labels
for some items [3][4][5]. Semi-supervised clustering is
especially suitable for those applications with partial but
*
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not much prior knowledge available. Although many
unsupervised clustering methods have been developed,
most of them are unable to support semi-supervised
clustering. In other words, even some useful information
about data is available, but we have no way to effectively
utilize them through those methods. So developing a
concrete clustering model that supports both unsupervised
and semi-supervised learning is urgently needed.
In this paper, we develop a hybrid neural network (HNN)
model. This model is originally proposed by us for
invariant recognition of visual images [7]. In this work, we
propose to use this model for unsupervised and semisupervised clustering. This model is a sequential
combination of Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and
Adaptive Resonance Theory-2 (ART2) [6]. HNN combines
the advantages of MLP and ART2. On one hand, it inherits
stability and plasticity from ART2 [7]. One the other hand,
by combining the merits of MLP, semi-supervised cluster
is supported. We have tested our method on two popular
datasets: Iris and Balance Scale dataset, which are available
at UCI Machine Learning Repository [8]. The experiments
show the distinct merits of HNN which are also our
contributions as follow: Its unsupervised clustering
accuracy is better than most existing clustering methods.
When it is used for semi-supervised clustering, small
amount of prior information could greatly improve the
clustering accuracy.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we
present the HNN’s architecture and learning algorithm in
detail. Section 3 is the experiments and comparisons with
other clustering methods. We make the conclusion and
describe future work in section 4.

2
2.1

Our method
HNN architecture

As shown in Fig.1, our proposed hybrid neural
network is a combination of MLP and ART2 with MLP in
front and ART2 back. In HNN, MLP could be treated as a
data preprocessing layer, because it can provide data
(features) conversion through its hidden layers.
Appropriate data conversion depends on the connection
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weights of MLP. In our model, MLP utilizes error back
propagation (EBP) to adjust its connection weights. We
should note that the goal of training here is different with
training of traditional MLP for classification. The goal here
is to provide some additional help to ART2 through data
transformation, so the training is secondary. Long training
time for traditional MLP is avoided here.
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The detailed C-like algorithm proceeds as follows:

Algorithm 1: HNN used for unsupervised learning
Input: multiple S i (supposed totally n input patterns)
Fig. 1. Architecture of hybrid neural network

2.2

Output: Cluster number that each input pattern belongs to

HNN for unsupervised learning

The notations used in our algorithm are shown in
Table 1. When HNN works as unsupervised clustering, its
learning process is: Unlabeled data S i is inputted into

Stage 1: HNN initialization

2) ART2 initialization:

MLP, Oi is the output of MLP. Oi is inputted into ART2 for

Stage 2: Clustering
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Table 1. Notations

d
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based on error back propagation (EBP) algorithm.

Notation

wij

1) MLP initialization:

j

W j*

S i is recognized belonging to

W j*  Dij* /(1  NS j* )

,

NS j*  1 ,

Goto step 8;
else, Goto step 7
7)

N out

N out  1

,

W j*

WNout

Oi

,

S i is

recognized belonging to this new cluster
8) MLP training by EBP with a small number of iterations
( Oi is actual output,

W j*

is target output)

9) Goto step 3. Clustering will stop until all the samples are
clustered.
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In this algorithm, we should note that training of MLP here
is totally different with traditional MLP training. In
traditional MLP training, EBP need to reduce the errorfunction of MLP to a very small value. While in HNN,
EBP is used only for decreasing the distance between
actual output and target output of MLP. So long time
training is not needed.

2.3

HNN for semi-supervised learning

Semi-supervised clustering can be used in case of a
small amount of prior knowledge available. The knowledge
here means partial samples’ labels are known before
clustering and they will be the “teacher” of MLP. The
algorithm works as follows:

literature. From the table, we can see that our approach
provides better result than most existing methods (except
Mercer Kernel Based Clustering). The parameters used for
this experiment are shown in Table 3 and existing methods
we use in our experiments are as follow: GLVQ: general
learning vector quantization; GFMM: general fuzzy minmax neural network; SVC: support vector clustering; FCM;
fuzzy c-means; CDL: cluster detection and labeling
network; HC: hierarchical clustering: RHC: relative
hierarchical clustering; FA: fuzzy adaptive resonance
theory.
Table 2. Experiment results on Iris
Algorithms

Number
of errors

Percentage
of errors

Algorithm 2: HNN used for semi-supervised
learning
Input: multiple S i (some samples’ labels available, S y )

GLVQ[9]

17

11.3%

FCM [10]

16

10.6%

GFMM [11]

0~7

0~4.7%

Output: Cluster number that each input pattern belongs

Mercer
Kernel
Clustering [12]
SVC[13]

3

2%

4

2.7%

Stage 1: HNN initialization

CDL[14]
HC [15]

6
13~17

4%
8.7~11.3%

RHC[15]

5~6

3.3~4%

FA [16]
K-Means
HNN (Our method)

6.77~46.4
16
4

4.5~30.9%
10.67%
2.7%

1) MLP initialization:
2) ART2 initialization:

wij

1/ NI , w jk

N out

1/ NH

0

Stage 2: Learning from the samples with labels known
3)Cluster
prototype
calculation:

Wi

Wi  S y  Wi /(1  N i )

4) MLP training by EBP.
Stage 3: Clustering
The clustering here is same with stage 2 in Alg. 1

From this algorithm, we can see this semi-supervised
learning could achieve better result since those labeled data
adjust weights of MLP to more appropriate values. In other
words, based on these labeled data, the output conversion
is more suitable for ART2 to get a better result.

3

Experiments and comparisons

We test our model on two popular datasets, Iris and
Balance Scale. Both of them are available at UCI Machine
Learning Repository.

3.1

Experiment for unsupervised learning

The dataset in this part is iris, which is one of the
most popular data sets to examine the performance of novel
methods in pattern recognition and machine learning.
There are three categories in the data set (i.e., iris setosa,
iris versicolor and iris virginical), each having 50 patterns
with four features. Iris setosa can be linearly separated
from iris versicolor and iris virginical, while iris versicolor
and iris virginical are not linearly separable. Table 2
summarizes some of the clustering results reported in the

Based

Table 3. Parameters in HNN for clustering Iris
MLP

1 hidden layer; 4 neurons in hidden layer
4 neurons in output layer
Exponential Sigmoid activation function,
a=1
Learning rate=0.1
Iterations=1

ART2

Vigilance value R=0.08

In addition to HNN, we also use k-means to cluster Iris.
For both k-means and HNN, we find that almost all the
mis-clustered samples are in versiclor or virginical. It is not
surprised since versicolor and viginical are not linearly
separable. In fact, both of k-means and HNN exploits
Euclidean distance as similarity measure, however, HNN
can greatly improve the clustering performance compared
with k-means. The reason is that the MLP part provides
feature conversion (or mapping). As a result, most samples
in versicolor and virginical are linearly separable after
feature conversion (or mapping).
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3.2

Experiment for semi-supervised learning

We test the performance of HNN for semi-supervised
clustering on two datasets. One dataset is Iris, which has
been used in last experiment. The other one is extracted
from Balance Scale dataset. We randomly select 60
samples, 20 samples for each class. For Balance Scale
dataset, there are three categories with four features. The
result of clustering is shown in Table 4. For both of the two
datasets, 10% of total samples (15 samples in Iris, 6
samples in Balance Scale Dataset) are used for training.
We can see that clustering errors can be greatly reduced.
The parameters we used in this experiment are shown in
Table 5.
Table 4. Performance comparison between unsupervised
and semi-supervised clustering
IRIS

Balance Scale
(60 samples)
HNN: Unsupervised Clustering 4 errors 16 errors
HNN:Semi-supervised clustering 1 error 7 errors
(10%)

Table 5. Parameters in HNN for semi-supervised
clustering
MLP

1 hidden layer; 4 neurons in hidden layer
4 neurons in output layer
Exponential Sigmoid activation function, a=1
Learning rate=0.1
Iterations=10

ART2

4

Vigilance value R=0.1

Conclusions and future work

In fact, no universal clustering methods exist. We should
explore that which kind of data and applications our
algorithm is more suitable for. On the other hand, most
parameters used in our method are fixed, such as learning
rate, iterations number and vigilance value. We will
consider how to make them dynamic and adaptive for
different tasks.
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